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Information theoretical based methods have
attracted a great attention in recent years, and
gained promising results to deal with multi-label
data with high dimensionality. However, most of
the existing methods are either directly
transformed from heuristic single-label feature
selection methods or inefficient in exploiting
labeling information. Thus, they may not be able
to get an optimal feature selection result shared
by multiple labels. In this paper, we propose a
general global optimization framework, in which
feature relevance, label relevance (i.e., label
correlation), and feature redundancy are taken
into account, thus facilitating multi-label feature
selection. Moreover, the proposed method has an
excellent mechanism for utilizing inherent
properties of multi-label learning. Specially, we
provide a formulation to extend the proposed
method with label-specific features. Empirical
studies on twenty multi-label data sets reveal the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
method.

we propose a new multi-label feature selection
method via global relevance and redundancy
optimization, named GRRO. In addition, we also give
an extension of GRRO to conduct feature selection
with label-specific features, named GRRO-LS.
1. Multi-label feature selection
Considering that many feature evaluation criteria are
proposed to maximize feature relevance and
minimize feature redundancy, we take the advantage
to measure feature importance. Different to the
heuristic search, we propose to achieve the purpose
with optimization. Furthermore, we learn the global
label relevance by exploiting second-order label
correlation.
2. Label-specific feature selection
The global optimization result, generated by GRRO,
is utilized as the priori knowledge. We analyze
discriminative features for each label, and these
features are specified as the label-specific features
with respect to the corresponding label. Thus, we
update the weight matrix with the weight information
of label-specific features, thus achieving the purpose.

A general global learning framework:
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We developed information theoretical
based methods for multi-label feature
selection. Our main contribution is to
propose a general global optimization
framework incorporating feature relevance,
feature redundancy, and label correlation.
In addition to label correlation exploitation,
the proposed method is capable for
exploiting the other properties of multi-
label learning to further improve the
performance, such as label-specific features.
Experiments on twenty benchmark data
sets in terms of six evaluation metrics
showed that the proposed method can
significantly improve the performance with
feature selection.

Running Time Comparison

Comparison of the control method against comparing methods
with the Nemenyi test (CD = 2.0146 at 0.05 significance level)

Performance Evaluation: The proposed methods. i.e., GRRO-LS and GRRO, rank 1st and 2nd respectively, and
GRRO-LS can achieve highly competitive performance against the selected comparing methods.

Efficiency Evaluation:
1. GRRO performs the
best in terms of
average ranking (Ave.
Rank.). Thus, GRRO
has the overall best
performance in time
cost.
2. Theoretically, the
proposed methods
GRRO-LS and GRRO
have the similar result
on running time.
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